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Affected Water Quality Objectives & Changing Our Thinking About
“Everything” that has to do with the Channel Islands Harbor:
Simply put, our Channel Islands Harbor Rec‐1 water quality objective is to have the entire
harbor be clean and safe for people and marine life – e.g., swimmable, fishable waters. This
basic objective follows the Basin Plan: “All waters shall be maintained free of toxic substances
in concentrations that are toxic to, or that produce detrimental physiological responses in,
human, plant, animal or aquatic life…”.
The NRG (now GenOn) Power Plant on the Oxnard shoreline operated for approximately 60
years, essentially supporting a balanced ecosystem which has now been degraded as an
unintended consequence of the State mandate to stop the power plant’s once‐through cooling
system. The State of California has 18 other once‐through cooling plants that have not yet
been shuttered and Ventura County, Oxnard and their residents are observers in real‐time of
our harbor’s degradation. Channel Islands Harbor and Canal are the “canaries in the coal mine”.

CA Energy Commission knew Mandalay Generating Station (currently known as
NRG) was not studied sufficiently…Conclusions “The 316(a) studies are not complete
enough to thoroughly determine thermal impacts…. In short, the study design was such
that accuracy of the results are unknown…. None of the testing sites for thermal plume
were at the discharge site… Entrainment sampling for Mandalay was not done at
Mandalay Generating Station. Sampling results were presumed to be the same as Haynes
Generating Station, Long Beach (1981).
Energy Commission Plant‐by‐Plant Review February 2005, Moss Landing Marine Labs

Environmental Justice has always played a role in Oxnard, the 19th largest city in the
state with 73.5% Hispanic population. That’s why we have not one, but two power plants on
our shores. That’s also why we have a toxic waste dump on the sand dunes adjacent to the
Edison Canal. When NRG threatened the City to close the power plant if the city didn’t allow
them to build another generating facility on the shores of Oxnard, no one analyzed the impacts
or seemed to care. Looking back on the decision, one wonders why the California Energy
Commission endorsed this site closure. NRG failed to act in the public’s best interest,
considering they exist to serve the public. The Energy Commission and environmental groups
that supported the closure, failed to properly study the long‐term impacts of closing the
Mandalay Generating Station. Accountability for these environmental impacts should be at the
State level.
With everything we have learned since June 2018 about our water quality, there is no other
alternative but to enforce with intensity and urgency, the Water Board’s pollution controls.
All dischargers and polluters into these waterbodies were historically ignored because no one
was measuring or holding them accountable. Now, they must be brought to the table or face
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immediate consequences. This is not to say that we don’t believe in a fair process, but once the
degradation of these waters goes below marine life sustainability, the impacts are severe and
intolerable. Industry professionals that attended the MS4 hearings January 2020, quoted
timelines in terms of 5, 7 or even 10‐year horizons. In the public interest, if the Water Board
does not accelerate that timeline our beautiful harbor and its marine life will not survive.

All Waterbodies Are Affected:
Since the last basin review, the NRG Power Plant in Oxnard was closed in March 2018. The
once‐through cooling pumps stopped siphoning waters of the Harbor through the Edison Canal
into the cooling infrastructure and then out to sea. The canal siphoned millions of gallons of
harbor (ocean) water NORTH into the power plant’s cooling structure. Scientists failed to study
what would happen to the marine environment in the CI Harbor when the pumping stopped
and the only flow possible for agricultural and urban runoff was SOUTH, directly into our
beautiful harbor. The affected waterbodies experienced “a massive microalgal bloom Summer
2018 followed by a strong and prolonged anoxic event.” (per ABC Labs)
Every public agency that is responsible for water quality such as the State and LA Regional
Water Board, the California Coastal Commission and the Energy Commission, the County of
Ventura and the City of Oxnard have been slow to act. They fail to: a) acknowledge there is an
environmental disaster unfolding and b) fund the study of both near and long‐term solutions.
CEQA, or the California Environmental Quality Act, is a statute that requires state and local agencies to
identify the significant environmental impacts of their actions and to avoid or mitigate those impacts, if
feasible.

CEQA 21061 The environmental review required imposes both procedural and substantive
requirements. At a minimum, an initial review of the project and its environmental effects must
be conducted. Depending on the potential effects, a further, and more substantial, review may
be conducted in the form of an environmental impact report (EIR). A project may not be
approved as submitted if feasible alternatives or mitigation measures are able to substantially
lessen the significant environmental effects of the project.
CEQA 21064 Negative Declaration: Reasons that a proposed project will not have a significant
effect on the environment and does not require the preparation of an environmental impact
report.

Before the LARWQB authorized the NRG Power Plant to shut down the
pumps, was an EIR, (Environmental Impact Report) and/or a Negative
Declaration submitted?
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LA Regional Water Board’s Permit: NPDES No. CA0001180, CA No. 2093
As authorized by the Clean Water Act (CWA), the NPDES Permit Program controls water pollution by
regulating point sources that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States. Point sources are
discrete conveyances such as pipes or man‐made ditches.

Before the LARWQB issued the NPDES Permit, was an EIR that studied
the impact of CHANGING THE POINT SOURCES THAT CHANGED THE
DIRECTION from North to South, of DISCHARGE POLLUTANTS into the
Edison Canal Estuary and the Channel Islands harbor?

New Housing Developments on Affected Waterbody
Beyond the staggering ecological impact of the power plant closure, in 2019 a new potential
source of toxic substances since the last basin review surfaced is the pending permitted
development known as “North Shore at Mandalay Bay” which sits directly aside the Edison
Canal. The developer has obtained a waiver to discharge into the Edison Canal from Center
Point Energy, the canal’s landowner.
Other new housing developments in Oxnard is also planned for the sand dune areas adjacent to
the Edison Canal Estuary and may be built before the next 2023 basin plan review. Left
unchecked, they too would seek waivers to allow storm water runoff into the canal.

Agricultural Dischargers
The oldest and ongoing source of nutrients and pollutants: 2,400 acres of farm fields that drain
directly into the Edison Canal. They have been doing so long before the canal was built by the
Army Corps in the early 1950’s. Early maps of Oxnard show those farm fields draining into a
wetland. Since the last basin review, the existing TMDLs no longer serve as Best Management
Practice examples. The farmers (represented by VCAILG) have taken the stance that they are
“complying”, but using the current TMDL and their timelines, the clean water goals are not
achievable in our lifetimes.
We have been told by knowing government staff that the farmers are a powerful force. Can we
have a future of clean swimmable fishable water in our Harbor if Water Board management at
the State level does not raise the standards, redefine best practices and enforce compliance?
1) We recommend that the Water Board reclassify Channel Islands Harbor as a recognized
impaired body, given the 2018 closure of the NRG Power Plant.
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The NRG Power Plant had the capacity to siphon 253.4 million gallons per day
There has been some discussion by the City of Oxnard with CINC to change the
Basin Plan’s designation from Rec‐1 to a lower classification. The public asks that
the Water Board holds the City and County accountable for managing their
pollutants and maintain Rec‐1 standards. Failure is not an option.
This is a swimmable, fishable harbor and residents and visitors do swim and
kayak and paddleboard in this harbor. The public will not allow the City to settle
for maintaining anything less than a Rec‐1 harbor.

The Canal: Study It, Reclassify It, Defend It
When the NRG Power Plant was in operation, the Canal was an industrial necessity. The
unintended, wonderful consequence was that the canal waters were constantly
recirculating and became a part of the flyway and an ecosystem unto itself. We
recommend redefining the Edison Canal Estuary’s designated beneficial use as Estuarine
Habitat (EST) and to recognize it as an impaired body after the 2018 closure of the NRG
Power Plant. (Beneficial Use Table 2.1.5 and 2‐3)
2.1.5 ESTUARINE HABITAT (EST)
Uses of water that support estuarine ecosystems, including, but not limited to,
preservation or enhancement of estuarine habitats, vegetation, fish, shellfish, or
wildlife (e.g., estuarine mammals, waterfowl, shorebirds), and the propagation,
sustenance, and migration of estuarine organisms. Estuarine habitat provides an
essential and unique habitat that serves to acclimate anadromous fishes (salmon,
striped bass) migrating into fresh or marine water conditions. The protection of
estuarine habitat is contingent upon (1) the maintenance of adequate Delta
outflow to provide mixing and salinity control; and (2) provisions to protect
wildlife habitat associated with marshlands and the Bay periphery (i.e.,
prevention of fill activities). Estuarine habitat is generally associated with
moderate seasonal fluctuations in dissolved oxygen, pH, and temperature and
with a wide range in turbidity.
This canal is part of the Pacific Flyway, a nesting area and feeding location for local
sea birds and migrating birds. Along a western portion of the canal sand dunes
support a wide diversity of animal life. There is a public park and trail system in
Westport (corner of Wooley and Chesapeake) that contains a wetland area of the
canal. It has been so degraded recently by trash that the nature trail signage has
been pulled down. This canal deserves to be maintained for public beneficial use.
Further classifications that could be applied upon further study:


WET – waterbody with wetland habitat in a portion of the body
i. Can the canal be both an estuary and a wetland? It is sediment‐based,
filling over time due to the power plant shutdown with vegetation
growing down along the canal. The canal would be under the protection
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of the Clean Water Act and as so waters of
the United States. Natural wetlands could
be encouraged and become a filtration
system for the agricultural runoff that is
currently left unchecked.
‘e’ – species uses for foraging and/or nesting
‘f’ – aquatic species use for spawning or early
development with freshwater inputs

The Canal: Trash Pollutants and the Fish Dam
Blocks Aquatic Life
In addition, a TMDL issued such as Malibu Creek for
trash pollution should be included as a contributing
impairment to the Edison Canal Estuary. The public
has written to, and called, the management of Center
Point Energy (CPE), to clean floating debris out of the
canal.
Homeless encampments along the canal contribute to
the debris and human waste that is entering the
Edison Canal Estuary.

Heal the Bay
1/14/20
Regarding the canal…
“If we are unable to stop
the discharge of polluted
effluent, then the next
best option would be to
capture and treat the
discharge using nature‐
based solutions such as
remediation wetlands.”

The Army Corps of Engineers built a fish dam at the
mouth of the Edison Canal Estuary to keep the larger
marine life out of the canal and away from the
pumps. Today, there is no longer any reason for this
fish dam. It is a barrier to marine life to migrate into
and out of the estuary. Large aquatic life such as sharks, stingrays and even sea
turtles have been caught by fishermen at the fish dam. We recommend that CPE be
asked to remove this fish dam, prior to selling the canal. (It currently is on the
market, since it has no value to CPE and is a potential liability)

The Canal: Block & Recall any/all Waivers that Discharge into the
Edison Canal:
We recommend including the North Shore at Mandalay Bay (a former toxic waste dump) as
a newcomer and potential contributing polluter to the Edison Canal. We recommend
rescinding all waivers allowing the discharge of waters into the Edison Canal and Channel
Islands Harbor. City of Oxnard has permits in progress that approve such discharge. The
current owners of the Edison Canal, Center Point Energy, gave a waiver to the North Shore
developer to discharge storm water runoff directly into the canal. How can an entity that is
a Texas based; publicly traded company be the decision maker on such pollutant discharge?
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This waiver is not consistent with the water quality standards of the Rec‐1 status of the
harbor or the estuary. Construction of 100 homes on this former toxic waste dump building
site should not contribute in any way to cause harm to the waterways. The Department of
Toxic Substances is the agency that is tasked with oversight of the toxic substances that
continue to be polluting the environment.
Require the storm water runoff for the North Shore development to join instead the
western runoff storm water systems that go directly to the ocean. (Defend the canal by
removing the waivers and redirect the storm systems across Harbor Blvd. not into the
Edison Canal)
By the time the next triennial review of the Basin Plan in 2021/2023, we know of two other
new communities that are “pending” at the planning department, located adjacent to and
along the canal. These developments should also not receive waivers to discharge into
Edison Canal Estuary.

The Canal: Address the ‘Ag’ Elephant in the Room
Agriculture is the heartbeat of California. Modern agricultural techniques that value fresh
water and the reclamation of field runoff represent today’s Best Practice. The farm bureaus
must be part of the solution and not part of the “old school.” look‐the‐other way practice.
Isn’t this body a watershed? Could the Water Board reclassify the 2,400 acres of
agricultural fields that discharge directly into the Edison Canal Estuary via old waivers, be
treated as a “watershed”. The freshwater runoff of all 2,400 acres discharges into the
saltwater Edison Canal Estuary.
“In simplest terms, a watershed is an area of land that drains all its water: rivers
and streams, rainfall and snowmelt, and urban runoff, to one specific point.”
(LARWQCB)
CINC requests that the Water Board adopt similar amendments to the Basin Plan that address
these ag pollutants in the form of TMDLs, except that they accelerate the required timelines
and reduce any/all dischargers. We have read that the Water Board has issued a TMDL for
pesticides, PCBs and sediment toxicity in McGrath Lake primarily due to agricultural runoff.

Aquatic Bioassay &
Consulting Labs
March 2019
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Major Storm Drains: Recycle/Reuse Ag & Urban Runoff
We recommend that the three (3) key storm water drains that traverse much of Oxnard and
Port Hueneme, residential and commercial including the Oxnard Airport, be monitored and
identified as separate polluting sources that discharge into the canal and harbor.
Designation: Potential Beneficial Use




The Doris Drain, and the 5th Street Drain: both discharge into the Edison Canal
Estuary
i. Potential use: Capture and reclaim fresh water to (ARG) as agricultural
reuse
ii. Nature Based engineered wetlands could be part of the plan
iii. Converting 2,400 acres of farm fields to ORGANIC, a common practice for
farming of fruits such as strawberries.
1. Ventura County in 2017 Organic farming represented 6,260 acres
of fruits and nuts. 2019 State of the Region Report
The Oxnard West Drain discharges directly into Channel Islands Harbor with no
filtration an no debris capture.
i. Potential use: Capture and reclaim storm water to recycled water
ii. Interim project: MS4 drain with required 360 storm filtration systems

The water shortage in Oxnard is critical. So critical and so expensive, that the City opted in
2019 to stop watering its public parks. It is the public’s desire to stop allowing storm water
runoff to be wasted and to pollute the Channel Islands Harbor. A key potential beneficial
use is that we desire to recycle the storm water runoff to irrigate the adjacent farm fields
and or the public parks in the City of Oxnard.
By converting these three major outflows to captured storm water the financial analysis of
saved costs of future water and the costs to destroy public parks in Oxnard outweigh the
infrastructure investment in modern storm water saving technology. It is critical that the
City develops effective reuses of recycled water.
This beneficial use model directly benefits the human health and welfare of all that live on,
swim in, visit, or making a living in the harbor.

Apply a Practical Vision Statement to Goal Setting
This recommendation advances the Practical Vision plans to achieve healthy waters
through collaboration, reliance on the latest science, prioritization of issues and actions,
and prudent use of authorities in service to the people of California. By evaluating the
existing water quality objectives, USEPA guidance, scientific studies, and stakeholder
interests, the San Diego Water Board will be able to protect the contact recreational
beneficial uses in the most efficient manner practicable.
(excerpt from the San Diego 2014 Triennial Review):
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Obviously, the City of Oxnard (or any city faced with such an ecological challenge) would
need financial assistance from the State Water Board, the State Energy Commission, all
Environmental Agencies (including Federal). The public must drive these agencies to
achieve these positive environmental changes, since they are not doing it as their charters
dictate. Our feeling is that Oxnard should receive priority funding from the state, as the first
City to experience such devastating ecological consequences. Closing of the power plant
was done by direction of the State Energy Commission. The unintended consequences to
the resident’s quality of life and the quiet harbor on the Central Coast should not be
ignored. How could the Energy regulators feel that $100,000 annual mitigation contribution
by each power plant to an Ocean Protection Council (OPC), be anywhere near enough
funding to repair the damage caused by the sudden plant shut down?
Again, the scientists and consultants of government agencies failed to study the unintended
consequences of plant closures. Therefore, our government failed to anticipate, monitor or
plan for funding the negative impact. We understand that due to the issues that we are
facing, the state has delayed the 2020 mandate to close all once‐through cooling plants
until 2023. Long Beach has already funded a study to design a solution with Moffet and
Nichols.

Affected Beneficial Use:
Currently the affected beneficial uses include but are not limited to: Bacteria,
Bioaccumulation, Color, Dissolved Oxygen, Odors, Toxicity and Turbidity evidenced by the algal
bloom and subsequent fish kill June 2018.
CINC’s Clean Water Team started sampling water quality Dec. 4th, 2019, following guidelines
specified by the LARWQCB. Lab results have already been shared in an open communication
with the City and State Water Board team under Mr. Eric Burress’ guidance.
Historical water testing has been ongoing since the NRG power plant has been in operation
under the NPDES permit showing ag runoff. In addition, the City of Oxnard started water
testing via a consulting contract with Aquatic Bioassay & Consulting (ABC Labs) June 2018. They
found high levels of total nitrogen (TKN). TKN is found in ag runoff of fertilizers. Range of
concern for TKN is less than 10‐20. The tests indicated a range of 17.14‐69.29. But there are no
funds to continue ABC Labs testing.
The City of Oxnard, the County of Ventura and the residents of the northern harbor acquired
four remote sensors principally to measure dissolved oxygen over 2019. To date our CINC
residents have contributed more than $500,000 to this water quality emergency. (see
Appendix for supporting document) The sensor results are posted on the City’s website.
Results for all other testing at multiple sites throughout the northern harbor are also posted on
the City’s website.
https://www.oxnard.org/city‐department/publicworks/channel‐islands‐harbor‐
water‐quality
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Emergency Fish Kill Preparedness Plan
In addition, the City of Oxnard along with our CINC community created an emergency fish kill
preparedness plan as a direct response to the fish kill in June 2018. The Oxnard Fire Chief
Darwin Base and his team led the way in creating this “first of its kind” document.

Two transient low oxygen events could easily have resulted in
another major anoxic event. Large, rapid daily shifts in dissolved
oxygen concentration were observed in King Harbor of the City of
Redondo Beach in 2011 preceding a massive fish kill in that harbor.
ABC Labs, March 2019

Approve Funding Support of CINC/MAC and the Clean Water Team
CINC/MAC, in conjunction with the City and State Water Board, have initiated our own QAPP
plan and have staffed Clean Water Team of citizen volunteers. We have reached out for help
from Ventura Coast Keepers (their area of influence stops at the Santa Clara River) who are
mentioned in the Water Board’s Annual Report 2019. We believe our organization is worthy of
financial support from the Water Board. We have educated the community and governmental
officials on a citizen volunteer basis. We have provided leadership, funding, physical work,
boats, supplies, and outreach to the local university in Ventura County, CSUCI’s students, and in
Santa Barbara County. UCSB intern projects and requests are in progress. This fight to have
clean and healthy waters should not be our personal financial burden. It is enough to say that
all our volunteers have been financially impacted by the degraded harbor and our quality of life
has been impacted by brackish and smelly water.
As residents (mostly retirees), we should not have to fight for proper lab testing, materials or
shipping of lab samples. We missed the first flush November 2019 because the City’s staff and
lab didn’t acknowledge us or supply us in a timely way. We’ve quickly learned that we can’t
manage what we can’t measure. So, we’d like to manage a wider array of lab testing including
baseline for metals and toxins such as VOCs and PCBs. The City is understaffed to manage such
a time‐intensive project. Our initial water testing date occurred December 4th, 2019, and as of
writing this document, WECK labs and the City of Oxnard have failed to supply us lab results.
(12‐4‐19 Lab result provided 1‐21‐20). We can’t report, even if our volunteers do the work, if
the City’s lab fails to supply timely results. In the terms of a game of tag, we’re it. We
submitted a well‐documented QAPP in October 2019 and we are still waiting approval by the
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city and the LARWQCB. We ask that the Water Board includes
CINC/MAC as recognized volunteers and establish a mechanism to
fund us directly and approve our QAPP ASAP! Fund CINC/MAC and let
us do the work with the Water Board’s oversight and guidelines.
Other efforts in the county to monitor, cleanup, or otherwise
improve stormwater quality by volunteer groups like Ventura
Coastkeeper whose efforts can be considered to help
implement some stormwater program elements are not
included, however, Permittee efforts to support volunteer
groups in their endeavors are included. 2019 Annual Report
LAWB 2‐3‐2

Channel Islands Harbor Leads California
We believe the Channel Islands Harbor and the Edison Canal Estuary
should be studied for beneficial use and new objectives. Further
study and analysis of our environmental disaster could be utilized by
other regional water boards in the state and the California Energy
Commission. We feel no other power plants should be closed until
our environmental issues are addressed.

If continued
without further
scientific study
and
environmental
reflection, 18
other Power
Plant closures
will cause
intentional
consequences to
the waters of
California.
“In 2010, the State
Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB)
began requiring a phase
out of the process at 19
OTC power plants to
address the diversion of
16 billion gallons of the
state’s coastal and
estuarine waters daily. “

California Energy
Commission Website
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Channel Islands Neighborhood Council –
CINC documented Environmental Impact
Supporting materials follow in the next several pages

Edison Canal Debris Field and Algal Bloom at the Fish Dam in Westport on the
Canal

5th Street Drains @ Ag Fields Discharge Directly into the Canal
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Highlighted blue area is the permitted development North Shore at Mandalay
Bay, a former toxic waste dump. Edison Canal Estuary sits adjacent to the east
where the developer intends to discharge storm water.

The Doris Drain. It should be reclassified as a “River” that discharges directly
into Edison Canal Estuary
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Old Iron Looming ‐ Edison Canal and the NRG Power Plant, from the Doris Drain.

“The light in the tunnel” … the Oxnard West Drain – Murky turbid water and debris
flows freely into the C.I. Harbor, under Victoria Ave., at Channel Islands Blvd. At low tide a
kayaker can move freely into the storm water drain from the harbor.
Unfiltered Storm Water Discharges without a Trash Gate from Storm Water Runoff. Originating
from Port Hueneme and Oxnard, this drain is a direct pollutant of the harbor.
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Marine life attached to our boat docks is no longer thriving.

2,400 Acres of Agriculture is big business in Ventura County, (VCAILG) farmers
discharge unfiltered. Irrigation water could be captured and recycled.
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Summer/Fall of 2019 the harbor experienced blankets of moon jellies that
appeared in our extremely low oxygenated harbor.

The polluted wetlands of the Edison Canal Estuary. The photo was taken near a
nature walk sign, explaining “life” in the wetlands. Just an empty frame
remains. (Westport Park @ Wooley)
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2019 CI Harbor “Sea Lettuce” Residents raked the large leafed algae out of the
water around their dock homes.

4 Remote Testing Sensors Deployed in the Harbor Record Dissolved Oxygen
(DO) levels 03/13/19 to 09/17/19 dropping far minimum acceptable levels.
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McGrath Lake & VCAILG Farmers use old “Best Practice Measures” that destroy
McGrath Lake habitat for our lifetime. This farm discharge only represents 1,200
acres to the north of the harbor. Imagine the ongoing basin plan and TMDL
process perpetuates “status quo” … 2,400 acres of farmland that discharge
directly into the Edison Canal Estuary.

VCAILG Storm Water Runoff Comparison
1,200 Acres of Farmland discharge into McGrath Lake (in Orange)
2,400 Acres of Farmland discharge into Edison Canal Estuary (in Magenta)
Channel Islands
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2019 / 2020 Sampling Stations of our CINC Clean Water Team in Channel Islands
Harbor and Edison Canal Estuary.
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Surface Dissolved Oxygen (DO) of CI Harbor June 2018. Red zone is in the
communities of Westport and Seabridge.
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Public Outcry City of Oxnard Meetings held July 11, 2018. Aquatic Bioassay
Consulting (ABC), Dr. David Caron, reports on initial lab results

Record turnouts at all meetings having to do with Harbor Water Quality Degradation
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NRG doesn’t own Edison Canal and hasn’t for years. It is the property of Center
Point Energy (CPE). Both NRG and CPE, public companies are based in Texas.
These companies must be accountable for their contribution (and as waiver
grantors) to the old sedimentary pollutants in the canal and new pollutants they
continue to allow to discharge in the canal.
This photo does illustrate that the banks of the canal are already densely filled
with growth, naturally spilling into the water’s edge.
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Channel Islands
Harbor, Post NRG
Power Plant Pump
Shut Down
Impactful Water
Residence Time
“Water residence
times near Seabridge
and Westport
increased from
approximately 6 days
when the pumps
were active (left) to
20‐30 days with the
pumps off (right), an
increase of more than
3‐fold.”
“Water residence
times in the upper
portion of Edison
Canal are extreme
(≈70 days) with the
pumps off.”
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Appendix
Initial 6‐Month Financial Investment $483,000: Both the City of
Oxnard via the General Fund and Measure “O” funding, along with
the Channel Islands Neighborhood Council residents have paid the
price in Harbor Water Quality June 2018 to Jan. 2019

Channel Islands Neighborhood Council: Financial Investment 2019:
Chart Pending City Calculations
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Channel Islands Neighborhood Council 2019 Outreach to
Governmental Agencies.
CINC was formed in May 2018. Today we are the most active of over 40
councils in Oxnard. We hold public meetings six times annually with over 100 in
attendance since formation. Our residents are passionate about the harbor and
marine environment.
Our governmental leaders and agencies on this list have had personal meetings
and been shown extensive evidence of harbor degradation.
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CINC/MAC Clean Water Team Reporting for Duty
The following documents are from one week’s worth of testing documentation that our
volunteers performed from January 7, 2020. CSUCI students working under Dr. Mary Woo.
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Trash Debris in Edison Canal Estuary 1/7/2020
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CSUCI Students collecting water samples.
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